Huffington Post 15 hours ago

Ari Melber: Study Finds Bias in 2008 Campaign -- Among Men Only
A new Harvard study reports that male voters displayed "in-group" bias for people who shared their candidate preference in the 2008 Democratic presidential primary, while women voters did not.
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Experts: Bias didn't skew N.H. polls against Clinton 22 hours ago
WASHINGTON (AP) Polling that ended too early and other technical shortcomings rather than undetected racial bias are the likeliest reasons so many surveys incorrectly suggested Barack Obama would defeat Hillary Rodham Clinton in the 2008 New Hampshire... FULL ARTICLE AT SEACOASTONLINE.COM

Experts cite polling faults, not hidden bias, in surveys that missed Clinton NH primary win 23 hours ago
WASHINGTON - Polling that ended too early and other technical shortcomings — rather than undetected racial bias — are the likeliest reasons so many surveys incorrectly suggested Barack Obama would defeat Hillary Rodham Clinton in the 2008 New... FULL ARTICLE AT MINNEAPOLIS STAR TRIBUNE

The Pro-Republican Media Bias in the 1992, 1996, 2000 and 2004 Campaigns 1 month ago
A new book by two Indiana University professors states that the coverage from the three TV networks — ABC, CBS and NBC— favored the GOP candidates in the four presidential elections between 1992 and 2004. FULL ARTICLE AT U.S. NEWS & WORLD REPORT

On Race, 'Obama Effect' Cuts Two Ways 1 month ago
Even before he was elected president, Barack Obama began influencing the way Americans think...